Identifying research labs of MNEs and analyzing Global Innovations based on patent data

**Introduction**

‘Global Innovations’ is a term used to describe new products and new technologies that are not only made for global markets, but where the ideas and inventions stem from global teams.

When it comes to measuring the internationalization of R&D with the help of patent indicators, usually co-patents are used in the literature. Patel and Vega (1999), for example, specifically address the issue of internationalization of technologies using patent data of a set of multinational enterprises. They find that companies tend to internationalize in areas of their individual strengths and they interpret this finding as a proof of the adaption to the host market and an enrichment of the preceding production processes. In addition, this also supports the efforts to look for complementary technologies and knowledge.

More recently, however, a discussion of Global Innovations as results of a special form of innovation processes in multinational companies occurred (e.g. Boutellier et al. 2013; Thomson and de Rassenfosse 2016). Global Innovations make use of global knowledge resources, access global markets and they benefit from a division of labor between research teams in different time zones and with different cultural background.

**Research Question**

This presentation suggests a method for the identification and analysis of the trends and characteristics of Global Innovations based on patent data as well as a method for the identification of foreign research labs of (German) multinational companies. We define Global Innovations as patent applications with inventors from at least two continents – Europe, Americas, Asia/Pacific, and Africa. The assignment of patents to continents is based on the address of the inventor to be able to also count global innovations within a firm. The labs are identified by a rule-based approach using individual thresholds (critical mass). The method is validated against a small set of companies where the labs are known (Gold Standard). Company data from BvD's Orbis database is taken into account, especially to identify dependent firms and companies. For this purpose Orbis was matched with PATSTAT based on a similarity measure of company/applicant names. We also briefly present the matching procedure and the quality – in terms of recall and precision – of this approach.

**Preliminary results**
First results show: Global Innovations have been on the rise in the last decade. About 4.5% of all transnational patent filings are global innovations, i.e. research projects that are handled by teams in different continents, and the number has grown quite significantly since the 1990s. Global innovations have also gained importance in international cooperations per se. In 2013, nearly 70% of all international co-patents were global innovations. Europe and North America show the highest numbers of global innovations in absolute terms, however, in relative terms, the countries from the "rest of the world" show the highest engagement in global innovations.
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